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We demonstrate clear weak anti-localization (WAL) effect arising from induced Rashba spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) in WS2-covered single-layer and bilayer graphene devices. Contrary to the uncovered region of a shared
single-layer graphene flake, WAL in WS2-covered graphene occurs over a wide range of carrier densities on
both electron and hole sides. At high carrier densities, we estimate the Rashba SOC relaxation rate to be
∼ 0.2ps−1 and show that it can be tuned by transverse electric fields. In addition to the Rashba SOC, we also
predict the existence of a‘valley-Zeeman’ SOC from first-principles calculations. The interplay between these
two SOC’s can open a non-topological but interesting gap in graphene; in particular, zigzag boundaries host four
sub-gap edge states protected by time-reversal and crystalline symmetries. The graphene/WS2 system provides
a possible platform for these novel edge states.
Introduction. Electron pseudospin in graphene and the as-
sociated chirality yield remarkable transport consequences in-
cluding the half-integer quantum Hall effect [1] and intrinsic
weak anti-localization (WAL) [2]. Physical spin, by contrast,
is often largely a spectator that couples weakly to momentum
due to carbon’s low mass, leading to much longer spin diffu-
sion lengths ( > 1µm at room temperature) than normal con-
ductors [3, 4]. Graphene’s extremely weak spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) clearly has merits, yet greatly hinders the observation
of important spin-dependent phenomena including the quan-
tum spin Hall effect [5] and quantum anomalous Hall effect
[6]. Fortunately, the open two-dimensional honeycomb struc-
ture allows tailoring the SOC strength by coupling to foreign
atoms or materials [7–13]. Several experiments have pursued
approaches of graphene hydrogenation [14, 15] or fluorina-
tion [16] as well as heavy-adatom decoration [17, 18]; these
methods tend to decrease the transport quality, and moreover
the induced SOC appears either difficult to reproduce [14, 15]
or to detect [16–18]. A different approach has recently been
employed by several groups: placing graphene on target sub-
strates featuring heavy atoms. Proximity to the substrates not
only provides desirable properties such as ferromagnetic or-
dering and large SOC, but also reduces adverse effects on the
target materials [19–22].
Here we employ magneto-conductance (MC) measure-
ments to demonstrate enhanced SOC in graphene proximity-
coupled to multilayer WS2. We quantify the spin-relaxation
rate caused by Rashba SOC by fitting to WAL data, and
further show that the Rashba strength is tunable via trans-
verse electric fields. Guided by first-principles calculations,
we also predict that WS2-covered graphene additionally fea-
tures a prominent ‘valley-Zeeman’ SOC that mimics a Zee-
man field with opposite signs for the two valleys. The inter-
play between these two SOC terms opens a non-topological
gap at the Dirac point that supports symmetry-protected sub-
gap edge states along certain boundaries. Though the gap is
too small to be detected in our experiments, theory suggests
that graphene/WS2 may provide a simple model system for
studying such an unusual gapped phase.
Experimental Setup. Figure 1(a) sketches the dual-
gated graphene devices used in our study. Both single-layer
graphene and multilayer WS2 flakes were first exfoliated from
their respective bulk materials and subsequently placed onto
a Si/SiO2 (280 nm) wafer. Since multilayer WS2 flakes can
be much thicker and are less likely deformed, we chose to
transfer the WS2 flake instead of graphene to avoid trapped
bubbles in between, thereby yielding a larger effective overlap
area. Figure 1(b) shows an optical image of the device prior
to top-gate fabrication. Notice that only part of the graphene
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FIG. 1. (a) Device geometry. Bottom to top: SiO2, graphene, WS2,
h-BN, and Au top-gate. h-BN serves as the dieletric for the top gate,
and is transferred onto graphene/WS2 after deposition of Au con-
tacts. (b) Optical image of graphene/WS2 before h-BN transfer. Two
parallel graphene devices share the same WS2 flake (dark blue) and
each has WS2-covered and uncovered channels that can be probed
independently. All single-layer-graphene data shown in this paper
were taken from the lower device. (c) Top: conductivity of un-
covered (red) and WS2-covered (blue) graphene devices. Bottom:
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations of WS2-covered graphene measured
at 2K and 10T. The evenly spaced peaks up to the 4th order on both
sides confirm the absence of carrier-density saturation.
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2channel directly contacts with WS2; the left uncovered chan-
nel serves as a control sample that allows direct comparison
with the right part under WS2 (dark blue).
Transport measurements were performed at 2K (unless
specified otherwise) using a Quantum Design’s Physical Prop-
erty Measurement System. Figure 1(c), top, shows the con-
ductivity of graphene versus the back gate voltage. Inter-
estingly, for both top and back gate sweeps, the device does
not show the conductivity saturation (up to ±60V with back
gate) reported recently by other groups [21, 22]. Conductiv-
ity saturation in the latter studies was attributed to saturation
in carrier density from either the large density of states as-
sociated with sulfide defects [21] or screening by electrons
in the WS2/SiO2 interface [22]. In our WS2-covered de-
vice, the lack of conductivity saturation on either side sug-
gests that the Fermi level resides within the band gap of WS2,
consistent with our DFT calculations (see below). The ab-
sence of the carrier density saturation in graphene is veri-
fied by Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations of the WS2-covered
graphene as a function of the gate voltage in a 10 T magnetic
field; see Figure 1(c). On both sides, the Landau Levels are
evenly spaced up to the 4th level, indicating that the carrier
density is proportional to the gate voltage. This property al-
lows us to access the high-density regions, which is impor-
tant for understanding the origin of enhanced SOC and ac-
curately determining its strength. The field effect mobility,
calculated from capacitance of the SiO2 [23] layer, is higher
in the uncovered graphene (∼ 7000 cm2s−2V−1) than the
WS2-covered graphene ( ∼ 4000 cm2s−2V−1 on the hole
side, and ∼ 2000 cm2s−2V−1 on the electron side). Despite
the relatively low mobility, our devices manifest clear low-
field magneto-conductance (MC) over a much larger carrier-
density range than in previous studies [21, 22].
Rashba SOC Signature. Due to its unusual chirality,
graphene with smooth disorder is predicted to exhibit WAL
[2]. However, strong inter-valley scattering, which typically
arises in ordinary-quality samples, suppresses the chirality-
related WAL and generates weak localization (WL) [24, 25].
Introducing strong Rashba SOC allows the spin relaxation rate
τ−1R to exceed the inelastic dephasing rate τ
−1
φ . In this case,
before quantum dephasing occurs the electron spin precesses
around the effective magnetic field and acquires an additional
pi phase in the interference [26]—reviving WAL due to spin.
Intrinsic (Kane-Mele) and valley-Zeeman SOC terms, by con-
trast, break an effective time reversal symmetry and thus place
the system in the unitary class (suppressed WL) [26].
Figure 2(a) contrasts the low-temperature MC ∆G = G −
G(B = 0) for uncovered and WS2-covered devices at approx-
imately the same carrier density, n = −5× 1012cm−2 [corre-
sponding to the black dashed lines in Figs. 2(b) and (c)]. The
uncovered graphene shows WL as expected given the modest
mobility. More interestingly, in WS2-covered graphene the
MC clearly exhibits the hallmark WAL feature at low fields.
In both cases this behavior persists over a broad range of gate
voltages as shown in Figs. 2(b) and (c). The robust WAL fea-
ture appearing only in the WS2-covered graphene—despite its
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FIG. 2. (a) MC comparison between WS2-covered (blue circles)
and uncovered (red squares) graphene channels at carrier density
n = 5 × 1012cm−2 [dotted lines in (b) and (c)]. Solid blue and
red curves represent fits using Eq. (1) and Ref. 24, respectively. (b,c)
Gate-voltage dependence of MC for (b) WS2-covered and (c) uncov-
ered devices. The narrow white vertical region near B = 0 in (b)
represents the WAL peak in WS2-covered graphene, whereas a WL
dip near B = 0 appears for all gate voltages in uncovered graphene
(c). (d) Temperature dependence of the WAL in a bilayer graphene
device, with carrier density n = 8× 1012cm−2.
lower mobility which naively further promotes WL—provides
strong evidence of Rashba SOC acquired from WS2 on both
electron and hole sides. This result differs qualitatively from
the strongly asymmetric characteristic reported in Ref. 21;
there the induced SOC was only observed on the electron side,
which was attributed to the asymmetric density-of-states due
to sulfur vacancies.
To further confirm the proximity-induced SOC, we fab-
ricated a WS2-covered bilayer-graphene device. Unlike in
single-layer graphene, WL is expected independent of inter-
valley scattering strength in bilayer graphene due to its as-
sociated 2pi Berry phase [27]. Consequently, the emergence
of WAL in a bilayer graphene—which we indeed detect—
gives direct evidence of Rashba SOC inherited from WS2 (i.e.,
the competing pseudospin interpretation disappears here).
Figure 2(d) shows the observed WAL feature in a bilayer-
graphene device at different temperatures. Note that we only
measure a clear WAL signature when the carrier density ex-
ceeds∼ 8× 1012cm−2, suggesting that the dominant dephas-
ing mechanism in bilayer graphene is electron-electron inter-
action. In this scenario, increasing the carrier density sup-
presses dephasing, and WAL appears once the dephasing rate
drops below the spin relaxation rate. The WAL feature also
disappears on raising temperature, due naturally to thermally
enhanced dephasing.
It is worth mentioning that the MC data shown in Figure 2
are from single field-sweep measurements, as opposed to an
ensemble average [22, 28] over many curves taken over a gate-
3voltage range corresponding to the Thouless energy. Our de-
vice length (∼ 20µm × 2µm) greatly exceeds the coherence
length (∼ 1µm); hence the conductivity self-averages result-
ing in suppressed universal conductance fluctuations (UCF)
[29].
Quantitative Analysis. When inter- and intra-valley scatter-
ing rates are much larger than the dephasing and spin relax-
ation rates, MC in graphene is well-described at low magnetic
fields by the following expression from diagrammatic pertur-
bation theory [26]:
∆G =
−e2
2pih
[
F
(
B
Bφ
)
− F
(
B
Bφ + 2Basy
)
− 2F
(
B
Bφ +Basy +Bsym
)]
. (1)
Here F (z) = ln (z) + Ψ
(
1
2 +
1
z
)
(Ψ is the digamma func-
tion) and Bφ,asy,sym = ~4Deτ
−1
φ,asy,sym with D the diffusion
constant. The spin relaxation rate τ−1asy is determined by the
z → −z asymmetric Rashba SOC λR, i.e., τ−1asy = τ−1R , while
τ−1sym follows from those z → −z symmetric SOCs including
the intrinsic SOC λI, and valley-Zeeman SOC λVZ. (Addi-
tional SOC terms that may be present due to the system’s low
symmetry are assumed negligible for simplicity.)
The intrinsic SOC relaxation rate τ−1I obeys the Elliot-
Yafet mechanism [30–32]: τ−1I = τ
−1
e
(
λ2I /E
2
F
)
, where τ−1e
is the momentum relaxation rate and EF is the Fermi en-
ergy. This rate is thus negligibly small compared to the typ-
ical dephasing rate in graphene when λ2I /E
2
F  1. Here
we deliberately focus on the high-carrier-density region (n >
4 × 1012cm−2 and EF > 0.2eV) where we can reason-
ably approximate τ−1sym ≈ 0. The λVZ coupling meanwhile
is inherited from WS2 due to sublattice symmetry breaking
[33]. Since this term imposes an opposite Zeeman field for the
two valleys, it generates non-degenerate, spin-polarized mo-
mentum eigenstates whose spin orientations do not relax (ex-
cept due to the interplay with other SOCs). Thus the valley-
Zeeman SOC relaxation rate is also negligible. With these
assumptions only τ−1φ and τ
−1
R remain in Eq. (1), and both
can be extracted by fitting to the experimental data [see, e.g.,
blue curve in Fig. 2(a)].
Figure 3(a) shows the resulting τ−1R for WS2-covered
graphene as a function of the momentum scattering rate τ−1e
calculated from the device mobility [34]. As τ−1e increases,
the Rashba SOC relaxation rate decreases almost monotoni-
cally, indicating that the spin relaxation is dominated by the
Dyakonov-Perel mechanism [35] [τ−1R = 2τe(λR/~)2]. This
behavior stands in marked contrast to standalone graphene,
in which the Elliot-Yafet mechanism dominates spin relax-
ation over a broad range of carrier density [4, 14]. Fur-
thermore, the spin relaxation rate of WS2-covered graphene
(τ−1R ≈ 0.2ps−1) exceeds that for standalone graphene (e.g.,
∼ 3×10−3ps−1 [4]) by two orders of magnitude—indicating
strong SOC introduced by the proximity coupling with WS2.
Figure 3(b) displays the density dependence of the charac-
teristic relaxation rates. All data correspond to WS2-covered
graphene except the inter-valley scattering rate τ−1i . The lat-
ter is extracted by fitting our WL data for uncovered graphene
with the theory of Ref. 24 instead of Eq. (1); as an example,
see the red curve in Fig. 2(a). [Equation (1) can also provide a
good fit for our low-field WL measurements in the absence of
any SOC terms, but does not reveal τ−1i .] We assume that τ
−1
i
inferred from uncovered graphene sets a lower bound for the
corresponding rate in WS2-covered graphene,which is quite
natural given its lower mobility. From Fig. 3(b) we then see
that τ−1i  τ−1R —a prerequisite for Eq. (1)—is indeed sat-
isfied for WS2/graphene. Moreover, the dephasing rate τ−1φ
can be extracted independently from the WAL, or the UCF
by the autocorrelation function [36] (see Supplementary Ma-
terial for details), and both methods agree quite well. These
facts support the applicability of Eq. (1) and suggest that the
spin relaxation rates we extracted from the high-carrier den-
sity region are reliable.
Our dual-gated graphene device [Fig. 1(a)] allows us to
study the influence of an applied transverse electric field on
the Rashba SOC. In particular, the dual gate enables inde-
pendent control of the carrier density (thus the momentum
scattering rate) and the transverse electric field [37]. Fig-
ure 3(c) shows the spin relaxation rate τ−1R extracted at fixed
τ−1e = 12ps
−1 but at different transverse electric fields Ea
(for Ea > 0 the field points from WS2 to graphene). Inter-
estingly, τ−1R increases monotonically with the applied field,
changing by 18% over the range -60V/300nm to 60V/300nm.
This increase can be interpreted as an enhancement of the
Rashba SOC: The positive electric field lifts the graphene
Dirac bands towards the WS2 conduction bands [38]; hence
graphene’s pi orbitals acquire a stronger hybridization with the
tungsten d orbitals, substantially strengthening Rashba SOC.
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FIG. 3. (a) Rashba SOC relaxation rates as a function of the momen-
tum scattering rates at carrier density n = 6.8 × 1012cm−1. Error
bar indicate the fitting uncertainty. (b) Characteristic rates in WS2-
covered graphene as a function of the carrier density, except inter-
valley scattering rates (stars) which are extracted from uncovered
graphene. Squares denote the momentum scattering rates, circles are
the Rashba spin relaxation rates, and open (filled) triangles are the in-
elastic dephasing rates extracted from WAL (UCF). (c) Rashba SOC
spin relaxation rates extracted at different transverse electric fields.
Dashed line is a guide to the eyes.
Origin and implications of SOC. To explain these ex-
4perimental findings we performed density-functional theory
(DFT) calculations using a large supercell in the lateral plane
(9×9 graphene on 7×7 WS2) that minimizes the lattice mis-
match (0.35%) between these two materials. With the van der
Waals correction, the optimized interlayer distance is 3.34A˚,
and a small buckling (< 0.08A˚) is found in the graphene
layer. The Dirac cones in Fig. 4(a) still center around the
Fermi level, indicating negligible charge transfer between
WS2 and graphene as seen experimentally [in all our devices
the graphene is slightly p-doped (n = 0 ∼ 1.5× 1012cm−2),
as generally observed for SiO2 substrates]. The zoom-in of
the band structure reveals a sizable spin splitting and a gap at
the Dirac point due to SOC and the loss of sublattice symme-
try. To diagnose the origin of the SOC terms, we adjust the
SOC strength of each element selectively; see rightmost pan-
els of Fig. 4(a). When SOC of carbon is excluded, the band
structure remains essentially unchanged. However, eliminat-
ing the SOC for tungsten removes the spin splitting and yields
a trivial mass gap, unrelated to SOC, that simply reflects the
staggered sublattice potential induced by WS2. Enhanced
SOC of graphene is thus primarily induced by hybridization
with tungsten atoms.
We analytically model our DFT results with the low-energy
Hamiltonian
Heff = ~vF(τzσxpx − σypy) +Mσz
+ λIτzσzsz + λR(τzσxsy − σysx) + λVZτzsz. (2)
The first line represents the standard Dirac theory supple-
mented by a staggered sublattice potential M , while the sec-
ond encodes symmetry-allowed SOC terms [39]. DFT bands
near the Dirac point for the optimized structure can be well-fit
using Eq. (2) with the following parameters: M = 0.79meV,
λR = 0.03meV, λVZ = 0.96meV and λI ≈ 0meV.
The fitted SOC strengths do, however, depend sensitively
on the interlayer distance in the DFT simulations. Figure 4(b)
presents the interlayer-distance dependence of the two dom-
inant SOCs, λR and λVZ. The Rashba spin relaxation rates
shown are calculated through τ−1R = 2τe (λR/~)
2, with a
value τe = 12ps−1 comparable to that extracted from experi-
ment. We find that DFT for the optimized structure underes-
timates the Rashba coupling λR seen experimentally, but that
this difference can be mitigated by using ∼ 5% smaller in-
terlayer distances. This ‘correction’ is not unreasonable given
imperfections in our samples and the neglect of the weak force
between graphene and WS2 in DFT calculations. The reduced
distance also increases λVZ in DFT; its effect, however, is
likely artificially enhanced by the use of a parallelogram su-
percell that breaks sublattice symmetry, which is arguably re-
stored in an average sense by the incommensuration of real
samples. On the contrary, we expect that incommensuration
more weakly impacts λR, which only requires z → −z asym-
metry.
Together, these two SOCs open a gap at the neutrality
point—λVZ lifts spin degeneracy while λR gaps the remain-
ing carriers via spin-flip processes. This gapped state is not a
topological insulator (contrary to the reports of previous DFT
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FIG. 4. (a) Calculated band structure for graphene/WS2 heterostruc-
ture (left panel), and zoom-ins near the Dirac point (right panel) with
SOC selectively included for different atoms. The leftmost zoom-
in includes SOC for all atoms, while the middle and right exclude
SOC for carbon and tungsten, respectively. (b) Upper panel: cal-
culated Rashba SOC and its associated spin relaxation rate versus
interlayer distance. Green dashed line indicates the value of the ex-
perimentally extracted spin relaxation rate. Lower panel: interlayer
distance dependence of valley-Zeeman SOC. (c) Energy bands for
a graphene strip with zigzag edges (top) and armchair edges (bot-
tom) using λVZ/t = 0.3 and λR/t = 0.1 (t is the nearest-neighbor
hopping strength for carbon).
studies [22, 40]), as can be verified by the existence of an even
number of counter-propagating edge states and explicit cal-
culations of the topological invariant in a lattice model. Fig-
ure 4(c) shows the tight-binding band structure for a strip with
zigzag (top) and armchair (bottom) edges, including both λR
and λVZ SOCs. In the zigzag case two copies of edge states
appear at K, K ′ points due to band inversion, as observed
in Ref. 40, but two more edge states also appear at the M -
point. These edge states are protected by time reversal and
crystalline symmetries, but do not have a topological origin.
For an armchair geometry, no edge states appear.
This gapped phase, while topologically trivial, exhibits
edge-state properties that differ markedly from those of the
valley Hall effect driven by an ordinary mass gap [37, 41].
Both exhibit edge states along zigzag boundaries, but with
very different spin polarizations. For the SOC gap, the M-
5point edge states exhibit out-of-plane spin polarization while
those at K and K ′ exhibit in-plane polarization. In contrast,
valley-Hall-effect edge modes are spin degenerate and thus do
not naturally support spin currents. The nontrivial spin struc-
ture for the edge modes in our problem, combined with the
prospect of electrically tuning Rashba coupling and hence the
band gap, underlie tantalizing applications for spintronics that
warrant further pursuit.
Conclusion. We have demonstrated a dramatic and tun-
able enhancement of Rashba SOC in graphene by coupling
to WS2. In the high carrier-density region, we determined
the Rashba coupling strength by analyzing the low-field MC.
First-principles calculations indicate that the induced SOC
originates from the band hybridization between graphene pi
orbitals and tungsten states. The combination of Rashba and
a theoretically predicted valley-Zeeman SOC creates novel
edge states that are interesting to pursue further by engineer-
ing heterostructures with different substrates as well as im-
proving the device mobilities.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
METHOD AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The target WS2 flake was identified with an optical microscope and then transferred to cover part of the long graphene channel.
To promote adhesion, the wafer was annealed in O2 at 300◦C for 3 hours. Standard electron-beam lithography and electron-
beam evaporation were used to connect the graphene with multiple 80nm thick Au electrodes. The electrodes allow independent
four-terminal resistivity measurements in the covered and uncovered areas. After fabrication of electrodes, an h-BN flake was
transferred to cover the whole device to serve as a top gate dielectric, followed by the top Au gate metal fabrication with similar
electron-beam lithography procedures. No additional annealing was performed thereafter.
REPRODUCIBLE WAL IN A SINGLE-LAYER GRAPHENE ONWS2 DEVICE
Here we present a second device that has the similar characteristics as the first one shown in the main text. Instead of
transferring WS2 onto graphene, in this second sample we transferred graphene onto WS2, in order to show that the absence of
density saturation is independent of the transfer sequence and robustness of WAL exists. Figure S 1(a) shows the conductivity
of graphene versus gate voltage. This device exhibits almost the same properties as the device in the main text, despite its lower
mobility (∼ 3000cm−1s−1V−1 on the hole side, and ∼ 2000cm−1s−1V−1 on the electron side), which is mainly due to the
bubbles in the device. As clearly seen in the inset, bubbles (small black dots) appear across the graphene flake. We intentionally
did not choose a bubble-free area in order to minimize the UCFs. Figure S 1(b) shows the WAL features observed in this
device at different gate voltages. Compared to the first sample, MC is smallerhere. We symmetrize the data to show clearer
temperature dependence, as is shown in Figure S 1(c). Just as in the first device, WAL is present on both hole and electron sides
and disappears quickly as temperature increases.
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FIG. S 1. (a) Conductivity versus gate voltage. Inset: SEM image of graphene on WS2 before electrode fabrication. Bubbles are visible after
graphene is transferred onto WS2. (b) MC and its dependence on the temperature (c) at the trace corresponding to the black dotted line in (b).
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF MC
Figure S 2(a) shows the temperature dependence of the MC data of the WS2-covered graphene. Compared with the spin
diffusion length and the SOC scattering rate [4], the inelastic dephasing rate τ−1φ is much more sensitive to temperature at low
temperatures; thus the dramatic decrease of the WAL signal can be primarily attributed to the significantly increased inelastic
dephasing rate. The extracted dephasing rate τ−1φ as a function of temperature appears in Fig. S 2(b). We find that τ
−1
φ obeys
approximately a linear temperature dependence, which can be explained by the electron-electron scattering in the diffusive
regime [42],
τ−1φ = α
kBT
2EF τ0
ln
(
EF τ0
~
)
, (S 1)
2where α is a correction coefficient equal to 2.4. If the graphene mobility is extremely high, the sample will reach the ballistic
regime (kBTτ0/~  1) and the temperature dependence of τ−1φ will turn parabolic [43]. Under this circumstance, Eq. (1)
will also be rendered invalid since it is developed for the diffusive regime. However, since our device has a moderate mobility
of ∼ 4, 000 cm2s−1V−1, it is well in the diffusive transport regime (kBTτ0/~  1); therefore Eq. (1) is applicable. At
low temperatures, the dephasing time τ−1φ appears to start deviating from the straight line. In principle, at low temperatures
the electron-electron scattering may not be the dominant inelastic scattering mechanism, as compared with electron-phonon
interactions, the spin-flip scattering of electrons from localized spins [26], etc.
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FIG. S 2. (a) Temperature dependence of MC for WS2-covered graphene at carrier density n = 5× 1012cm−2. Solid lines are fits assuming a
temperature-independent SOC rate. The dephasing rate extracted from the fitting is shown in (b). The temperature dependence of the dephasing
rate (black dots) is approximately linear. The red dotted line is the dephasing rate calculated from Eq. (S 1) with α = 2.4.
UNIVERSAL CONDUCTION FLUCTUATIONS (UCF)
Universal conductance fluctuations can be extracted by removing the WAL background in the MC, as shown in Fig. S 3(a).
The WAL curve is fitted by Eq. 1 and describes the experimental data quite well up to 50 mT. In addition to the reproducibility
of the MC curves, the nearly symmetric fluctuations in conductance as a function of magnetic field provides further evidence
that for UCF.
To calculate the phase coherence length lφ from the UCF, we utilized the autocorrelation function F (∆B) = 〈δσ(B +
∆B)δσ(B)〉 to find the characteristic magnetic field Bφ (Bφl2φ = h/2e), which is determined by F (Bφ) = 12F (0). Figure S
3(b) shows the normalized autocorrelation function at different gate voltages. When the device approaches a higher carrier
density, the characteristic field Bφ clearly decreases, indicating an increase in the phase coherence length lφ due to the weaker
electron-electron interaction than the Dirac region. The l′φ s extracted from UCF agree reasonably well with those extracted from
WAL, as shown in Fig. S 3(c), suggesting the validity of Eq. (1) and thus the extracted spin-orbit scattering rates.
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FIG. S 3. (a) UCF extracted from MC by removing the WAL background. (b) Normalized autocorrelation functions at different gate voltages.
F (Bφ)/F (0) = 1/2 gives the characteristic magnetic field Bφ. (c) Phase coherence length extracted from UCF and WAL.
3DFT COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Our first-principles calculations were carried out using the projected augmented plane-wave method [44, 45] as implemented
in the Vienna ab initio simulation package. The valence electron configuration for C, W, and S is 2s222p2, 5d46s2, and 3s23p4,
respectively. Generalized gradient approximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof type was used for the description of exchange-
correlation interactions among electrons [46]. Spin-orbit coupling was included in the self-consistent calculation level. We
employed 5× 5× 1 K-point grid for Graphene/WS2 heterostructure containing 162 C, 49 W and 98 S atoms. A large supercell
was adopted to minimize the lattice mismatch; most of our simulations correspond to a supercell with 9× 9 graphene on 7× 7
WS2 (see, however, the next section). Slab structures were separated by∼ 13 A˚ of vacuum along the surface normal. The energy
cutoff for the plane-wave-basis expansion was set to 400eV. Positions of all atoms were fully relaxed until the convergence of
total energies became better than 0.1meV. In order to treat the van der Waals force properly, we adopted the DFT-D3 method
suggested by Ref. 47.
EFFECT OF THE SUPERCELL SIZE ON THE LOW-ENERGY STATES
With a 9 × 9 graphene unit cell, the Dirac cones are folded to Γ point. Consequently, spurious interaction between the
valleys may appear in our DFT calculations. To verify that the induced SOC of graphene is not sensitive to the chosen cell
size, we repeated the simulations for a different supercell. Specifically, we adopted 5 × 5 graphene in contact with a 4 × 4
WS2 monolayer so that the K and K ′ valleys reside at distinct momenta. The lattice mismatch increases to 2.49% whereas the
separation between graphene and WS2 decreases to 3.21 A˚. Although we used a different supercell, band energies near the Dirac
point remain essentially the same as shown in Fig. S 4(a). We also found that the Dirac cones are very sensitive to the SOC
strength. Figure S 4(b) shows that the band order becomes inverted at the K and K ′ points as SOC is turned on from zero to its
physical value (we checked that the same band inversion occurs in the 9×9 graphene supercell). We can therefore conclude that
the enhancement of SOC is only weakly affected by the specific atomic configuration and that inter-valley coupling provides a
rather minor effect even when the Dirac cones are shifted to the same momentum.
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FIG. S 4. (a) Calculated band structure for the slab structure of WS2 monolayer (4 × 4) on graphene (5 × 5). (b) Eenergy gap of the Dirac
cone as a function of the spin-orbit coupling strength, which ranges from zero to the true value corresponding to 1 on the horizontal axis.
FITTING THE MODEL HAMILTONIAN TO FIRST-PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS
By matching energies from the model Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) with DFT calculations, we determined the following parameters
for a 9 × 9 (5 × 5) graphene supercell: M = 0.79 (0.69)meV, λR = 0.03 (0.08)meV, λVZ = 0.96 (1.47)meV and λI ∼ 0
(0)meV for the 9× 9 (5× 5) supercell. From Fig. S 5 we see that high-quality fits are possible for either interlayer separation.
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FIG. S 5. Calculated band structure from DFT and the model Hamiltonian for (a) 9× 9 and (b) 5× 5 supercell.
